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Novel) Vol. 4-Ikuto Yamashita 2020-11-24
APOCALYPSE NOW A chunk of the growing
moon breaks off and hurtles toward Earth,
spelling immediate doom for the planet even as
the Lance of Longinus continues to suck it dry.
Shinji moves to destroy the deadly asteroid
before it can make contact, but is felled by a
horrifying, unforeseen force. Can he be

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Yoshiyuki Sadamoto
2004-06-09

Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light
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resurrected once more before it’s too late? Or
are Earth’s defenders finally out of miracles?

occasion!

Neon Genesis Evangelion 3-in-1 EditionYoshiyuki Sadamoto 2013-05-14 Once Shinji
didn’t care about anything; then he found people
to fight for—only to learn that he couldn’t protect
them or keep those he let into his heart from
going away. As mankind tilts on the brink of the
apocalyptic Third Impact, human feelings are
fault lines leading to destruction and just maybe,
redemption and rebirth. -- VIZ Media

Neon Genesis Evangelion 3-in-1 EditionYoshiyuki Sadamoto 2013-03-12 Once Shinji
didn’t care about anything; then he found people
to fight for—only to learn that he couldn’t protect
them, or keep those he let into his heart from
going away. As mankind tilts on the brink of the
apocalyptic Third Impact, human feelings are
fault lines leading to destruction and just maybe,
redemption and rebirth. -- VIZ Media

Neon Genesis Evangelion 2-in-1 EditionYoshiyuki Sadamoto 2016-06-14 The
Instrumentality Project comes to its apocalyptic
conclusion. With the earth now covered in a sea
of LCL, every human consciousness in the world
has become one—a combined entity waiting to be
reborn. Deep within Lilith, Shinji comes face-toface with everything he ever knew, loved and
feared. The fate of the world is in his hands, and
the choice he makes will doom or redeem

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-10-23
Despite the way "baka Shinji" makes them boil,
Asuka didn't get her brains out of a gachapon
machine, but from her mother, the brilliant but
absent Dr. Kyoko Soryu. There could probably be
less embarrassing places for a family reunion
than at a drunken cherry- blossom-viewing party
— but unfortunately, Asuka isn't picking the
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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humanity. Everything ends here. Everything
begins here. This is the epic finale of Neon
Genesis Evangelion! -- VIZ Media

Ayanami Rei have been tasked with operating a
global anti-Angel search-and-destroy program.
But when one of these clones goes rogue, it’s up
to Shinji to stop her.

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Kazuhisa Fujie 2004
Answers many of the questions this animated
story has raised, from the material world of New
Tokyo 3 and the mechanics of the Evas to the
spiritual significance of the battle to destroy the
angels.

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Yoshiyuki Sadamato
2015-02-10 Japan's most controversial anime
series is over...but not the manga version of
Neon Genesis Evangelion! Series co-creator
Yoshiyuki Sadamoto's personal interpretation of
the Evangelion characters and story is sure to
intrigue new and old fans alike. In 2015, the
"Angels" have returned, and Shinji Ikari, a
fourteen year-old child of the new Earth, is
forced by his father Gendo--commander of the
secret organization NERV--to pilot the monstrous
biomechanical weapon called "Evangelion" to
match the Angels' fearsome power... The Third
Impact has come. As the unbelievably massive
form of Ayanami towers over the Earth, the
Instrumentality Project enters its last stages.
While the world shudders in terror as it is
engulfed in a sea of LCL, Shinji’s consciousness

Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light
Novel)-Ikuto Yamashita 2019-10-29 A light novel
series exploring an alternate ending to one of the
most influential anime series of all time! What if
reluctant hero Ikari Shinji had saved the world?
Now, at seventeen years old, he is the defacto
leader of the EVA team. Under the leadership of
Commander Katsuragi Misato, the Evangelion
suits have been updated with advanced designs
and powers, in preparation for the possible
return of the monstrous Angels. Four copies of
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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merges with Lilith’s, and he searches his
memories for a final understanding of himself
and the fate of humanity.

series is over...but not the manga version of
Neon Genesis Evangelion! Series co-creator
Yoshiyuki Sadamoto's personal interpretation of
the Evangelion characters and story is sure to
intrigue new and old fans alike. In 2015, the
"Angels" have returned, and Shinji Ikari, a
fourteen year-old child of the new Earth, is
forced by his father Gendo--commander of the
secret organization NERV--to pilot the monstrous
biomechanical weapon called "Evangelion" to
match the Angels' fearsome power... Reads R to
L (Japanese style) for teen plus audiences.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: TV Animation
Production Art Collection-khara 2019-08-27
The Neon Genesis Evangelion television series
revolutionized Japanese anime with its incredible
animation, sophisticated storytelling, and
dynamic mecha designs. This book is an archive
of design sketches created for the 1995 television
series, as well as the 1997 theatrical release.
Included are draft artwork of characters, mecha,
weapons, vehicles, interior and exterior
locations, and more, all supported by the original
artists' detailed design notes. This 432-page tome
is a must-have for any fan of Neon Genesis
Evangelion, animation production, and character
design.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: the Shinji Ikari
Raising Project Omnibus-Osamu Takahashi
2017-08-15 Book Two introduces Mana
Kirishima, the mysterious transfer student who
might be more capable than even Rei and Asuka,
and who's definitely more capable when it comes
to making moves on Shinji! The four of them will
get a chance to show their elders what they can
do (and hopefully not kill each other in the
process) when Yui takes them all on a field trip to

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Yoshiyuki Sadamoto
2012-11-06 Japan's most controversial anime
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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a facility run by her greatest rival from school to see Japan's newest, nuclear-powered giant
robot! What could possibly go wrong?

significant touchstones for anime, manga, and
pop culture fans over the past two decades,
thanks to the groundbreaking television series
and beautifully animated movies. This book
collects ten years’ worth of illustrations that
showcase the wide effect Neon Genesis
Evangelion has left on not just the animation
industry, but on popular culture in general.
Included are illustrations for film posters, CD
albums, bullet train designs, video game
collaborations, and much, much more.

Neon Genesis Evangelion, Vol. 6-Yoshiyuki
Sadamoto 2012-08-27 Double agent Kaji has
revealed to Shinji the terrible knowledge Gendo
and his erstwhile secret masters have long
possessed--and awakened Shinji's memory of the
rice his mother paid to create the Evangelion.
Now the next sacrifice demanded for the
program is Shinji's best friend... Eva Vol. 6
contains a Japanese sound FX glossary plus Part
II of a special bonus dossier on the mysterious
and occult sources of the Evangelion story! -- VIZ
Media

Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light
Novel)-Ikuto Yamashita 2020-03-10 THE
SHADOW IN THE SKY Tensions run high as the
black giant Armaros looms threateningly over
planet Earth, armed with the mighty Spear of
Longinus. The pilots race to avert disaster, but
Rei Quatre throws a wrench in their plans by
kidnapping Misato! Meanwhile, Shinji is
confronted by a strange white Evangelion that
looks just like Eva-02, piloted by a familiar face.
Can Shinji and his comrades save the world yet

Evangelion Illustrations 2007-2017-khara
2019-06-11 Full-color oversize collection
showcasing art of the landmark animated series
that redefined the mecha genre. Neon Genesis
Evangelion is one of the most enduring and
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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again, or are the forces arrayed against them just
too strong this time?

Volume 5 includes your fan art, letters, and
special giveaways — plus, an exclusive preview
of the brand-new Evangelion manga title starting
in August from Dark Horse: Neon Genesis
Evangelion: Campus Apocalypse!

Neon Genesis Evangelion 3-in-1 EditionYoshiyuki Sadamoto 2013-08-13 Once Shinji
didn’t care about anything; then he found people
to fight for—only to learn that he couldn’t protect
them, or keep those he let into his heart from
going away. As mankind tilts on the brink of the
apocalyptic Third Impact, human feelings are
fault lines leading to destruction and just maybe,
redemption and rebirth. -- VIZ Media

Neon Genesis Evangelion, Vol. 9-Yoshiyuki
Sadamoto 2012-09-24 Pride in being an
Evangelion pilot--that is the essence of the
Second Child, Soryu Asuka Langley. But the day
she was chosen to be so was the most horrible of
her life--and as that truth rises to consume her,
Shinji finds a new comrade in the strange,
beautiful and disturbing Kaworu Nagisa. Born on
the day of the Second Impact, he has been sent
directly by SEELE, which alone knows him by his
real name--Tabris, the Angel of Free Will. Eva
Vol. 9 contains a Japanese sound FX glossary
plus a special bonus article on Kaworu, the
mysterious stranger of the Evangelion story. -VIZ Media

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
Shinji and Rei enter the plugs side by side for
their new synchro test, where Rei is given the
task to find her way out of an imaginary
cityscape, and Shinji is given the job of helping
her concentrate — but how likely is that, with all
the chaos happening in their personal lives, a
chaos everyone seems eager to encourage?
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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briefly glimpsed in the final episode, and
continues his adventures in a subtly altered
Kyoto. What is the secret of the mysterious lady
who runs the maid caf , but also happens to be a
brilliant computer scientist?

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2016-06-21
Breaking their silence, SEELE tries once again to
hack the MAGI system. Yui, who has been tasked
with running the research facility, dispatches
Shinji and the crew to meet the menace. Shinji
vanishes upon confronting the bizarre invader
entity—but has he truly succumbed to unreal
horrors, and can Rei and Asuka bring him back
again? * This most famous anime franchise of the
last 20 years aired again recently on Adult Swim.
* The new anime movie, Neon Genesis
Evangelion: 3.33 You Can (Not) Redo,is available
from Funimation.

Der Mond: The Art of Neon Genesis
Evangelion-Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 2006-10-10
New look, a hard cover version for Der Mond!
Stylish, delicate, and consistently edgy, Der
Mond collects the color illustrations of Yoshiyuki
Sadamoto, perhaps the most acclaimed manga
and anime artist of all time. The book includes 74
pages of paintings and designs devoted to Neon
Genesis Evangelion, plus another 50 pages from
The Wings of Honneamise, Nadia--The Secret of
Blue Water, Blue Uru, and other works--including
Sadamoto's cover to Eric Clapton's 1998 album,
Pilgrim.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: the Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2015-01-06
Instantly recognisable to even the most casual
fan of manga, Neon Genesis Evangelion is
currently experiencing a resurgence in the form
of this sequel series, based on the last episode of
the hit TV show. The Shinji Ikari Raising Project
places the titular hero in the alternate universe
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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Ikari's parents are gone, and he lives with his
legal guardian, Ryoji Kaji, while attending the
elite private NERV Academy. But no one ever
told Shinji about the school's many secrets...or
that he'd find his fellow students Kaworu, Rei
and Asuka out on the streets late at night-fighting with sword, spear and whip against an
enemy that looks very human, but whom Kaworu
insists are beings called the Angels! Collects the
entire four-volume Campus Apocalypse storyline
in one value-priced omnibus.

pages in full color, fan art, letters, and
giveaways! * The most famous anime franchise of
the last twenty years. * The new anime movie is
available from Funimation.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light
Novel) Vol. 3-Ikuto Yamashita 2020-08-25
ARMAGEDDON, ALL OVER AGAIN Severely
wounded in battle with Armaros, Shinji struggles
to shoulder the responsibility of being Earth’s
savior yet again. Meanwhile, Asuka adjusts to her
strange new body, and the clones Trois and
Quatre continue their quest for their own
identities. But their enemy wields the power of a
god, and it’s going to take every single one of
them working together to prevent a reprise of
the Human Instrumentality Project.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
Don't say "crazy"! The campus culture festival is
coming up for the students of Class 2-A, and in
manga these days that means not only cosplay,
but starting an all-girl band! But what are they
supposed to do about the fact that the
keyboardist, Shinji, isn't, um, a girl? Well, that's
when it's time for a little crossplay! Plus, a
special bonus 4-koma (four-panel gag strip)
feature! Each volume contains four opening
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4

Neon Genesis Evangelion, Vol. 7-Yoshiyuki
Sadamoto 2012-09-11 Shinji's breaking point has
now come, and he resigns in fury, departing even
as the mighty Angel Zeruel smashes towards
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NERV HQ. Kaji, who has put such doubts in his
mind, may also be the only one who can convince
Shinji to return, for his own, dark personal
reasons... Eva Vol. 7 contains a Japanese sound
FX glossary plus a special bonus essay on the
intriguing Biblical references of Evangelion! -VIZ Media

Oreimo-Tsukasa Fushimi 2016-02-17 Popular
girls vs. geek girls showdown! Kirino's done all
she can to keep her two different groups of
friends separate, but as much as she'd like to,
she can't keep those two worlds from colliding,
and this time, big brother Kyousuke may not be
able to help her. He's got problems of his own —
Kirino's friends can't decide if he's a dreamboat
or a pervert! A smash-hit bestseller in Japan,
Oreimo is presented in English for the very first
time. Who says girls can't be otaku, too?

X (3-in-1 Edition)-CLAMP, 2014-01-21 Kamui
and Fuma have made their decisions and chosen
their sides, but at an appalling cost. A
traumatized Kamui needs the kind of healing that
only a powerful psychic can provide. He goes to
visit the seer Hinoto, and although her visions
bring him clarity, they also unearth painful
memories from deep within his past. Fortunately,
there’s time for reflection as both sides of the
conflict regroup: Kamui and other Dragons of
Heaven attend school at CLAMP Academy, while
Fuma finds his place among the Dragons of
Earth. -- VIZ Media

neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-10-23
Now, it's important for a father to participate
when it's time for a parent-teacher conference,
but you're still going to feel a little nervous as
the student — or, if your father's name is Gendo
Ikari, a lot nervous! While Shinji's girl troubles
continue to be a public spectacle, Kaworu and
Ritsuko are going behind his back... straight to
SEELE. Love, comedy, and mystery continue in
Volume 3!
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power... Can Madoka and her friends escape this
tragic fate?
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
You didn't really think all this raising being
inflicted on Shinji by his parents and guardian
was without constructive purpose, did you... a
purpose, perhaps, related to giant robotlike
things? As Yui deals with the fallout from the Jet
Alone affair, her son tries to mind his own
affairs... but usually just ends up falling.

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
Take me out to the brawl game! Gendo’s latest
scheme for fatherly bonding should have seen
another draft before putting baseball bats in the
hands of his employees. Then, a mysterious hack
into the MAGI system brings out all the brilliant
mothers in force: not only Shinji’s and Asuka’s,
but also the system’s creator...Ritsuko’s mom,
Naoko Akagi! * Includes your fan art, letters, and
special giveaways! * Bonus color pages begin
each volume. * Interest in the Evangelion series
is reaching new heights with the theatrical
release of the Rebuild of Evangelion movies.

Puella Magi Madoka Magica-Magica Quartet,
2015-06-23 Madoka is horrified to learn the true
nature of the witches she and her friends, the
Magical Girls, have been fighting-and the terrible
fate that awaits any Magical Girl who accepts
Kyubey's offer of power. Having watched
countless Magical Girls sacrificed for the larger
aims of his people, Kyubey is only interested in
securing more girls to that end, and Madoka is
left with his chilling reminder that she too is
destined to be a Magical Girl of incredible
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
Plot development? In MY The Shinji Ikari Raising
Project? It's more likely than you think! SEELE's
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frustrations with Gendo's plans leads their agent
inside the school to abduct Shinji and place him
under their mental control...which means Rei and
Asuka must put aside their own rivalry long
enough to join forces and rescue him!

Berserk-Kentaro Miura 2017-07-18 Guts, the
Black Swordsman, and his companions have
finally broken free of the monster-infested
wilderness and arrived at the port city of
Vritannis. But the band finds out all too quickly
that humans can be just as monstrous as the
nightmarish creatures and apostles they battled
in the forest. As Schierke and Isidro face off
against pirate slavers, Farnese's power-hungry
family tries to force her once again under the
yoke of their political ambitions. The group's only
hope is to find a ship out of the city, but even if
they manage to secure a vessel, will everyone be
free to leave?

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Takumi Yoshimura
2014 After all of the work he has been doing for
the Kaji Detective Agency, Shinji hopes to find
relaxation with Rei during a day at the aquarium,
but instead has an embarrassing encounter with
an old rival.

Neon Genesis Evangelion-Yoshiyuki Sadamoto
1999-01 After a profoundly disturbing vision
leads Rei to sacrifice herself in combat against
the penultimate Angel, Armisael, Kaworu takes
the opportunity to try to get closer to his own
target. But Shinji's anger and confusion at
Kaworu's advances develop into even darker
feelings. Older teens.

neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4

Comics Shop-Maggie Thompson 2010-09-27
ESSENTIAL COMICS VALUES ALL IN COLOR!
COMICS SHOP is the reliable reference for
collectors, dealers, and everyone passionate
about comic books! THIS FULL-COLOR,
INDISPENSABLE GUIDE FEATURES: •
Alphabetical organization by comic book title •
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More than 3,000 color photos • Hundreds of
introductory essays • Analysis of multi-million
dollar comics' sales • How covers and splash
pages have evolved • An exclusive photo to
grading guide to help you determine your comics'
conditions accurately • Current values for more
than 150,000 comics From the authoritative staff
at Comics Buyer's Guide, the world's longest
running magazine about comics, Comics Shop is
the only guide on the market to give you
extensive coverage of more than 150,000 comics
from the Golden Age of the 1930s to current
releases and all in color! In addition to the
thousands of comic books from such publishers
as Marvel, DC, Dark Horse, and Image, this
collector-friendly reference includes listings for
comic books from independent publishers,
underground publishers, and more!

for the planet even as the Lance of Longinus
continues to suck it dry. Shinji moves to destroy
the deadly asteroid before it can make contact,
but is felled by a horrifying, unforeseen force.
Can he be resurrected once more before it's too
late? Or are Earth's defenders finally out of
miracles?

Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project-Osamu Takahashi 2017-01-24 If
Rei and Asuka fear they're never going to get
anywhere with Shinji...why not cut out the
middleman? Cast as star-crossed lovers in the
school play, the two girls are going to share a
kiss on stage in front of the entire school, but is it
really just an act? That which we call a rose by
any other name would smell as sweet! Khara,
Inc. is a Japanese animation studio best known
for its work on the Rebuild of Evangelion film
tetralogy. Studio Khara is the primary an
animation production studio. It was founded by
Hideaki Anno in May 2006. Anno remains
president of the studio. The name khara comes

Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light
Novel) Vol. 4-Ikuto Yamashita 2020-11-24 A
chunk of the growing moon breaks off and
hurtles toward Earth, spelling immediate doom
neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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from the Greek word χαρα, meaning joy. The
author lives in Japan.

and your letters!

Tony Takezaki's Neon Evangelion-Tony
Takezaki 2015 Already a semi-legendary volume
in Japan, this outrageous parody of Neon Genesis
Evangelion now receives a full English release.
Though Evangelion has been subject to countless
parodies over the years, this remains the original
and best - and still the only official tribute.
Depicting Shinji, Ray, Asuka and Misato in
unthinkable (yet affectionate) new ways, this
volume was originally serialised in Young Ace
and Shonen A magazines before being released
in Japan to rave reviews. Now, Dark Horse
presents the first full English-language edition!

Neon Genesis Evangelion: Campus
Apocalypse-Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19 Shinji
Ikari remembers having met the charming,
mysterious Kaworu during childhood. But that’s
not all–Kaworu has more shocking truths to share
about Shinji’s own father, Gendo! Shinji and
Kaworu, along with their friends Asuka and Rei,
must do battle to put an end to Gendo’s crazed
rampage! Can four teenagers put a stop to the
destruction of the Y’ggdrasil, the Life-Tree, the
pillar sustaining our dimension and reality? The
ultimate fight is on! * The saga concludes in this
astonishing volume! * Neon Genesis Evangelion:
Campus Apocalypse is a new, original adaptation
of the original Neon Genesis Evangelion anime
series. • Featuring exceptional artwork, color
pages, notes from first-time creator Mingming,

neon-genesis-evangelion-book-4
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